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The partonic structure of the nucleon in the valence region is studied using a global analysis of
nuclear deep inelastic scattering (DIS) data on the proton and on nuclei from A = 2 (deuterium)
to 208 (lead) to account for the modification of the structure function of nucleons bound in atomic
nuclei (i.e. the EMC effect). As compared to previous analyses that only use proton and deuterium
data, we find a larger valence down-quark contribution at high-xB . The neutron-to-proton structure
function ratio Fn2 /F
p
2 is extracted for xB = 0.2−0.9, with an xB → 1 limit of 0.47±0.04, in agreement
with predictions such as those of perturbative QCD and Dyson Schwinger equation expectations, but
in disagreement with predictions such as the scalar di-quark dominance model. Predictions are also
made for F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 , recently measured by the MARATHON collaboration, the nuclear correction
function that is needed to extract Fn2 /F
p
2 from F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 , and the systematic uncertainty associated
with this extraction.
INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of quarks and gluons (partons) and
the subsequent development of QCD, significant experi-
mental and theoretical effort has gone into determining
the distributions of partons in hadrons. Measurements of
lepton Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) from protons and
neutrons should allow for extraction of the distributions
of both up (u) and down (d) quarks in the nucleon. The
lack of a free neutron target prevents such a direct extrac-
tion. Therefore, global analyses commonly use deuterium
as a proton+neutron target. This results in incomplete
knowledge of the d-quark distribution due to incomplete
knowledge of the required nuclear corrections to the deu-
terium data.
While exact SU(6) symmetry implies that the valence
d- to u-quark ratio in the proton, dv/uv, should equal
1/2, the mass difference between the nucleon and the
Delta resonance indicates that SU(6) symmetry is bro-
ken. The exact symmetry-breaking mechanism is still
unknown. Different symmetry breaking models predict
different limits of dv(xB)/uv(xB) as xB → 1 (where xB =
Q2/2mν, Q2 is the four-momentum transfer squared, m
is the nucleon mass and ν is the energy transfer), see e.g.
[1–5].
The limit of xB = 1 corresponds to elastic scattering.
Knowledge of dv/uv in this limit can therefore provide
information about the flavor dependence of the proton
form factors at Q2 = 0 [4, 6]. In addition, under DGLAP
evolution, parton distributions at low-Q2 and high-xB
determine their behavior at high-Q2 and low-xB , which
are important for high-energy collider experiments.
In the simple parton model, dv/uv can be inferred
from the neutron-to-proton structure function ratio
Fn2 (xB)/F
p
2 (xB) by assuming isospin symmetry and can-
cellation of dynamic higher-twist effects [7] such that
dv
uv
=
4Fn2 /F
p
2 − 1
4− Fn2 /F p2
, (1)
with Fn2 being traditionally extracted from analyses of
proton and deuterium data. The structure functions are
functions of both xB and Q
2. For brevity we omit this
dependence and write F2 and dv rather than F2(xB , Q
2)
and dv(xB).
Such extraction of Fn2 from F
p
2 and F
d
2 requires accu-
rate accounting for nuclear effects in the deuteron that
include the binding energy and motion of the nucleons,
as well as the difference between the structure functions
of nucleons bound in nuclei and those of free nucleons.
Calculations of the effects of binding energy and nucleon
motion are well established, and their impact is gener-
ally understood (see e.g. Refs. [8–13] and the references
therein). However, bound nucleon structure is not well
understood.
The most direct experimental evidence for the differ-
ence between bound and free nucleon structure functions
in the valence region comes from the observation of the
EMC effect, a deviation from unity of the measured per-
nucleon deep inelastic scattering (DIS) cross-section ra-
tio for nuclei relative to deuterium, see Ref. [14, 15] for
a recent review. An EMC-like effect in the deuteron
would make F d2 6= F p2 + Fn2 , even after accounting for
binding and nucleon motion. This difference needs to be
taken into account in extracting Fn2 . Different analyses
address these effects in different ways, from analyzing
only selected data measured in kinematics where they
are thought to be suppressed, to using large data sam-
ples with different theoretical models for the corrections
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2[12, 13, 16–18].
Here we perform a global analysis of DIS data in nu-
clei from A = 1 (proton) to 208 (Pb) to consistently
account for the EMC effect and determine the difference
between the free and bound nucleon structure functions
[19]. We use that difference to extract Fn2 /F
p
2 from F
p
2
and F d2 . We also use our analysis to predict the EMC
effect in tritium, and to estimate the nuclear correction
function that is needed to extract Fn2 /F
p
2 from the mea-
surements of F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 . By comparing our new nuclear
correction function with those of earlier works we quan-
tify the model uncertainty associated with such extrac-
tions of Fn2 /F
p
2 .
UNIVERSAL NUCLEON MODIFICATION AND
THE EMC EFFECT
This paper accounts for the EMC effect in nuclear DIS
data by exploiting the insight to the origin of the EMC
effect recently obtained from observations of a correlation
between the magnitude of the EMC effect in different
nuclei and the relative amount of short-range correlated
(SRC) nucleon pairs in those nuclei [8, 15, 19–22].
SRCs are predominantly proton-neutron (pn)
pairs [23–28]. They have large relative and indi-
vidual momenta, small center-of-mass momenta, and
account for 60-70% of the kinetic energy carried by
nucleons in the nucleus [25, 29–31]. Therefore, nucleons
in such pairs have significant spatial overlap and are far
off their mass-shell (E2 − p2 −m2 < 0). These extreme
conditions and the observed correlation between SRC
abundances and the magnitude of the EMC effect imply
that the EMC effect could be driven primarily by the
modification of the structure function of nucleons in
SRC pairs rather than those of all nucleons [15, 20, 21].
Utilizing scale separation between SRC and uncorre-
lated (mean-field) nucleons, Ref. [19] modeled the nuclear
structure function as having contributions from unmod-
ified uncorrelated nucleons and from modified correlated
nucleons in np-SRC pairs:
FA2 = ZF
p
2 +NF
n
2 + n
A
SRC(∆F
p
2 + ∆F
n
2 ), (2)
where N and Z are the number of neutrons and protons
in the nucleus (N +Z = A), nASRC is the average number
of nucleons in SRC pairs, and ∆F p2 and ∆F
n
2 are the
average difference between the structure function of free
nucleons and nucleons in SRC pairs. This model assumes
that both the EMC effect at 0.3 ≤ xB ≤ 0.7 and the
nucleon-motion effects that dominate at xB > 0.7 are
dominated by SRCs. Therefore both these effects are
approximately proportional to the SRC abundances [9,
32] and both captured in our flexible parameterization
of the structure modification. This model neglects the
≈ 10% of NN SRC pairs that are pp or nn.
To reduce sensitivity to isospin and higher twist ef-
fects [7], DIS data are traditionally given in the form of
FA2 /F
d
2 . We therefore use Eq. 2 to express this ratio as:
FA2
F d2
=
∆F p2 + ∆F
n
2
F d2 /n
d
SRC
× (n
A
SRC
ndSRC
−N) + (Z −N)F
p
2
F d2
+N
= funiv(xB)× (n
A
SRC
ndSRC
−N) + (Z −N)F
p
2
F d2
+N,
(3)
where we defined a universal modification function
(UMF)
funiv = n
d
SRC
∆F p2 + ∆F
n
2
F d2
that should be nucleus independent. Consistent UMFs
were previously extracted for nuclei from 3He to 208Pb,
pointing to the existence of a global UMF for SRC pairs
in any nucleus (see Fig. 1) [19]. Here we extract the global
UMF using Bayesian inference by means of a Hamilto-
nian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (HMCMC) [33, 34], re-
ferred to herein as Nuclear-DIS analysis.
We parametrized the UMF for all nuclei as
funiv = α+ βxB + γe
δ(1−xB)
and estimated its parameters (α, β, γ, and δ) using
HMCMC-based inference from world FA2 /F
d
2 data [19,
35, 36] for 0.08 ≤ xB ≤ 0.95 from 3He, 4He, 9Be,
12C, 27Al, 56Fe, 197Au, and 208Pb, via Eq. 3. We as-
sumed
nASRC/A
ndSRC/2
= a2(A/d), the average per-nucleon cross-
section ratio for quasi-elastic electron scattering in nu-
cleus A relative to deuterium at 1.5 < xB < 2 [19, 37].
F p2 /F
d
2 is taken from Table 2 of Ref. [38]. As consis-
tent parameterizations of F p2 /F
d
2 as a function of xB are
needed for the UMF extraction, we parametrized it as
F p2 /F
d
2 = αd + βdxB + γde
δd(1−xB) and determined its
parameters simultaneously as part of the Nuclear-DIS
analysis.
We assumed that the experimental point-to-point un-
certainties on individual FA2 /F
d
2 data points and the
overall normalization uncertainties each represented the
standard deviation of a normal distribution. We did not
apply isoscalar corrections to the data for neutron-rich
nuclei. See online supplementary materials for details on
the inference procedure and resulting posterior distribu-
tion for the parameters.
The different data-sets used in this analysis were ob-
tained at different values of invariant hadronic mass, W ,
and Q2. For W 2 > 2 GeV2 and Q2 > 2 GeV2, the ratio
FA2 /F
d
2 was shown to be largely insensitive to higher twist
effects, as evident by its Q2 independence [19, 35, 36, 39].
At xB ≥ 0.8, where the data are predominantly at
W 2 < 2 GeV2, this Q2-independence was demonstrated
over a smaller range. We therefore assume that FA2 /F
d
2
is Q2-independent, but indicate the region of xB > 0.8
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FIG. 1: The extracted universal modification function (UMF)
from the Nuclear-EMC effect analysis performed here. The
width of the band shows the 68% confidence interval. Data
points show the data-driven extractions of Ref. [19], based
on individual measurements of FA2 /F
d
2 in a variety of nuclei.
Closed and open data points show measurements at W 2 > 2
GeV2 and W 2 < 2 GeV2 respectively.
which includes the low W 2 data. Lastly, as F p2 /F
d
2 does
show some Q2 dependence, we use F p2 /F
d
2 extracted at
Q20 = 12 GeV
2/c2 [38], which is consistent with the Q2
range of the FA2 /F
d
2 data sets.
The Nuclear-DIS analysis reproduced all the FA2 /F
d
2
data over the entire measured xB range (see online sup-
plementary materials). The resulting global UMF is
shown as a band in Fig. 1, compared with the point-by-
point extracted UMFs for individual nuclei. The global
UMF has very small uncertainty and agrees well with the
individual nuclear UMFs extracted in Ref [19]. The pa-
rameters’ posterior distributions are mostly uncorrelated
(see online supplementary materials for the full correla-
tion matrix). The constant and linear parameters, α and
β, exhibit a small correlation (Pearson r = −0.752) and
the exponent coefficients, γ and δ, exhibit an even smaller
correlation (r = −0.717).
The extracted UMF extends up to xB ∼ 0.95. As
discussed below, for xB > 0.8 the available data is pri-
marily at W 2 < 2 GeV2, well below the deep inelastic
region [39]. In addition, at xB ≥ 0.9, the experimental
data is less accurate and likely more Q2-dependent.
The posterior prefers that the measured 3He EMC ra-
tio [36] be re-scaled by about 2%, which is at the higher
end of its quoted normalization uncertainty and is con-
sistent with the independent renormalization of Ref. [40].
As mentioned, we neglected the contribution of proton-
proton (pp) and neutron-neutron (nn) SRC pairs. For
symmetric nuclei, introducing pp- and nn-SRC pairs to
Eqs. 2 and 3 will not affect the extracted UMF if nucleon
modification is the same in nn, pp and np pairs (see on-
line supplementary materials). For asymmetric nuclei,
including the effects of nn and pp pairs could change the
UMF by a few percent.
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FIG. 2: Neutron-to-proton structure function ratio Fn2 /F
p
2
(top) and down-to-up valence quark distribution ratio (bot-
tom). Data points show the d(e, e′pS) tagged-DIS measure-
ment [41]. The blue band labeled ‘Nuclear-DIS’ shows the re-
sults of the Nuclear-DIS analysis done here. CJ15 [13] (green
band) and CT14 [16] (red band) show the global analysis
of proton and deuterium data with and without accounting
for nuclear effects, respectively. Arrington, et al. [17] (yel-
low band), shows an extraction based on proton and deu-
terium data that accounts only for Fermi-motion and bind-
ing effects in the deuteron. The labels show the predictions
at xB = 1 such as of the SU(6) symmetry [42], the per-
turbative QCD (pQCD) [1], the Dyson-Schwinger Equation
(DSE) [6] and the Scalar Diquark models [43, 44]. All extrac-
tions were consistently evolved to the same value of Q2 based
on the kinematics of the MARATHON experiment [45], i.e.
Q2 = (14 GeV2) × xB . See online supplementary materials
for details.
EXTRACTION OF dv/uv AND F
n
2 /F
p
2
The UMF accounts for nuclear effects in F d2 , allowing
us to express Fn2 /F
p
2 as:
Fn2
F p2
=
1− funiv
F p2 /F
d
2
− 1. (4)
We use the continuous parameterizations of both funiv
and F p2 /F
d
2 from the Nuclear-DIS analysis of the previous
section to extract Fn2 /F
p
2 and to calculate dv/uv (see
Fig. 2). Our results are consistent with the experimental
extraction using tagged d(e, e′pS) DIS measurements on
the deuteron Ref. [41].
Both Fn2 /F
p
2 and dv/uv decrease steadily for xB ≥ 0.2
and become approximately constant at xB ≈ 0.65. The
limit of Fn2 /F
p
2 as xB → 1 is about 0.47 which corre-
sponds to dv/uv = 0.23. This value agrees with theo-
retical predictions such as those based on perturbative
4QCD [1] and the Dyson-Schwinger Equation (DSE) [6]
and is inconsistent predictions such as the Scalar Diquark
model prediction [43, 44]. Thus, accounting for the mod-
ification of nucleons bound in deuterium increases the
d-quark contribution to the proton at high-xB . While in
this work dv/uv is calculated following Eqn. 1, see online
supplementary materials for a discussion on target-mass
and next-to-leading order corrections.
Removing the W 2 < 2 GeV2 data from the Nuclear-
DIS analysis limits our extraction to xB ∼ 0.8. However,
it does not change the functional form of the extraction
for xB < 0.8. As F
n
2 /F
p
2 becomes constant xB ≈ 0.65, re-
moving the low W data does not change our conclusions.
Similarly, we verified that evolving F p2 /F
d
2 extracted at
Q20 = 12 GeV
2/c2 down to Q2 = 5 GeV2/c2 does not
impact our extraction of Fn2 /F
p
2 up to xB ∼ 0.8. See
online supplementary materials for details.
Our Nuclear-DIS analysis gives larger values of Fn2 /F
p
2
and dv/uv than previous extractions. Fig. 2 shows our re-
sults compared with three previous extractions that used
only proton and deuterium data: (A) CTEQ global anal-
ysis (CT14) which uses high-W data (> 3.5 GeV) with
no corrections for any nuclear effects in the deuteron,
(B) CTEQ-JLab global analysis (CJ15) which uses lower-
W data (> 1.73 GeV) and includes corrections for both
Fermi motion and binding and for structure-modification
of the bound nucleon structure within a nucleon swelling
model, and (C) Arrington et al., which includes only
corrections for Fermi motion and binding but not for
structure-modification of the bound nucleon. The com-
parison with CJ15 is particularly interesting as that ex-
traction of d(xB)/u(xB) is predominantly constrained by
the D∅ W± boson asymmetry data [13, 46], correspond-
ing to Q2 = m2W . This may indicate a tension between
our low Q2 results and results of the CJ15 analysis of
the D∅ dataset at xB ≥ 0.6. We emphasize that the
CJ15 Fn2 /F
p
2 band was calculated using their extracted
d/u with Eq. 1.
Our analysis also differs in its treatment of medium
modification effects in the deuteron, which is largely
driven by the heavy nuclei data. As the deuteron is a
special case (only few percent SRC, very small binding
energy, etc.) we performed a separate analysis where we
scaled the deuteron modification by a factor λ ∈ [0, 1],
which was added to the model as an additional fit pa-
rameter. This exercise resulted in identical extraction up
to xB ∼ 0.8 and only a very small variation above it. See
online supplemental materials for details.
Previous studies have shown that accounting for
structure-modification of the bound nucleon structure in-
creases Fn2 /F
p
2 at high-xB , see e.g. Ref. [3, 8, 47–49].
However, the magnitude of this increase is smaller for
the analyses that only use deuterium data as compared
with our nuclear-DIS analysis that consistently accounts
for nuclear target data from deuterium to lead.
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FIG. 3: Nuclear-DIS analysis results for 2F
3He
2 /3F
d
2 ,
2F
3H
2 /3F
d
2 and F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 (full bands). The width of the
bands show the 68% confidence intervals of our analysis.
The three black line types show the Nuclear-DIS analy-
sis predictions for different assumptions on n
3H
SRC/n
d
SRC =
C × n3HeSRC/ndSRC . Symbols show the 2F
3He
2 /3F
d
2 measure-
ment of Ref. [36] and labeled lines show previous extractions
of F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 by Tropiano et al. [18] (TEMS [green, purple,
orange, assuming different off-shell corrections]) and Kulagin
and Petti [40, 50] (KP [red]). See text for details.
dv/uv: EXTRACTION FROM A = 3
MIRROR-NUCLEI DATA
Another independent extraction of Fn2 /F
p
2 will be done
by the MARATHON experiment that recently measured
DIS off d, 3He and 3H [45]. They plan to extract Fn2 /F
p
2
from the measured F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 ratio using [45]:
Fn2
F p2
=
2R− F 3He2 /F
3H
2
2F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 −R
, (5)
whereR is a measure of the cancellation of nuclear effects
in the F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 ratio:
R ≡ F
3He
2
2F p2 + F
n
2
× F
p
2 + 2F
n
2
F
3H
2
, (6)
and is taken from theoretical calculations.
We used our universal function to predict the ex-
pected DIS ratios for [F
3He
2 /3]/[F
d
2 /2], [F
3H
2 /3]/[F
d
2 /2]
and F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 (see Fig. 3). Since n
3H
SRC/n
d
SRC is not
yet published, we calculated the expected results for
three possibilities, n
3H
SRC/n
d
SRC = C × n
3He
SRC/n
d
SRC with
C = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2. The results show little sensitivity
to the value of C.
We compare our predictions for the F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 ratio
to those of other theoretical models, shown as colored
lines in Fig. 3. Our prediction is similar to that of Ku-
lagin and Petti [40, 50], and only slightly disagrees for
xB > 0.8. The Tropiano et al. (TEMS) analysis [18], has
three predictions that combine the CJ15 global PDF fits
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FIG. 4: Left: Different model predictions for R as defined in Eq. 6. Blue band labeled ‘Nuclear-DIS’ shows the 68% confidence
intervals of the Nuclear-DIS analysis done here. The other labeled lines show calculations by Tropiano et al. [18] (TEMS, for
different off-shell corrections), Kulagin and Petti [40, 50] (KP), and Afnan et al. [51] (PEST). Right: Fn2 /F
p
2 extracted from
F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 using different models for R (see Eq. 5). All extractions used the same Nuclear-DIS model prediction for F
3He
2 /F
3H
2
(labeled ‘Ansatz’) with different models for R. See text for details.
[13] to deuterium and proton data with additional fits
to 3He EMC ratio data [36], in order to extract off-shell
corrections in A = 3 nuclei. TEMS-CJ assumes fully
isoscalar off-shell corrections. Fits allowing non-isoscalar
off-shell corrections were also performed, which required
an isoscalar correction as input. TEMS-CJnon-iso uses
the isoscalar correction from CJ15, while TEMS-KPnon-
iso uses the isoscalar correction developed by Kulagin
and Petti [40].
Our model prediction falls within the band of possibil-
ities predicted by TEMS-CJ and TEMS-KP. The spread
of model predictions and sensitivity to non-isoscalar mod-
ification demonstrate the need for the MARATHON
measurements.
We also predicted the nuclear effect ratio R (see Fig. 4,
left panel). To see the dependence of Fn2 /F
p
2 on R, we
used the predicted F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 from our Nuclear-DIS anal-
ysis and extracted Fn2 /F
p
2 using the different models of
R (see Fig. 4, right panel). The variation in the results
indicates a model uncertainty at large-xB , in agreement
with previous studies [52]. Different assumptions about
the underlying behavior of F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 give similar varia-
tion, see supplementary materials.
This systematic model uncertainty will be fully quan-
tified once measurements of F
3He
2 /F
3H
2 are available, by
iterating the value of Fn2 extracted by Eq. 5 and used by
Eq. 6. However, any iteration of Fn2 must be consistent
with nuclear DIS data.
CONCLUSIONS
We extracted a nucleon universal modification function
that is consistent with measurements of the deep inelas-
tic structure functions of nuclei from A = 1 to 208 using
Bayesian inference by means of a Hamiltonian Markov
Chain Monte Carlo. We used the extracted UMF to cor-
rect Deuteron DIS data for structure-modification effects
and to extract Fn2 /F
p
2 and hence dv/uv up to xB ≈ 0.9.
The extracted Fn2 /F
p
2 ratio saturates at high-xB at a
value of 0.47 ± 0.04. This value is consistent with per-
turbative QCD and DSE predictions [1, 6], is lower than
the SU(6) symmetry prediction of 2/3 [42], and is signifi-
cantly greater than the scalar di-quark model prediction
of 1/4 [43, 44]. Our Nuclear-DIS analysis prediction also
agrees with the most recent experimental extractions by
the BONuS experiment [41]. The new BoNuS experi-
ment will take data soon and provide a more stringent
test of our predictions.
We also used the UMF to predict the Tritium and 3He
DIS cross section ratios that were recently measured by
the MARATHON experiment [45] and to estimate the
nuclear correction function R that they plan to use to
extract Fn2 /F
p
2 from their EMC ratios. We showed that
different models of R lead to non-negligible model uncer-
tainty in the planned extraction of Fn2 /F
p
2 , that could be
reduced using the MARATHON data itself.
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